Dirt on My Shirt

There’s dirt on my shirt
And leaves in my hair
There’s mud on my boots
But I don’t really care

Playing outside is so much fun
To breathe the clean air
And feel the warm sun

To stomp in a puddle
Or climb a big tree
Makes me quite happy
Just look and you’ll see
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Bubbles

I like to play and splash and sing
When I take my bath
But it’s the bubbles that I make myself
That always make me laugh!
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Uncle Ed and Aunt Foo Foo

My Uncle Ed and Aunt Foo Foo

Are quite the crazy pair

He has big red cowboy boots

And she has big red hair

They love to go out dancing

They really are a sight

He twirls her 'cross the floor

A blur of red and white

Their house is small and cozy

It smells like chocolate cake

Its shelves are filled with little dolls

Aunt Foo Foo likes to make

Their dog is short and round
His name is Mister Benny

They have a cat named Ralph

He’s black and white and skinny

When it’s time to say good night

They all climb into bed

Benny sleeps inside Ed’s boot

And Ralph on Foo Foo’s head
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In the Night

*Ticktock* goes the clock

Hanging on the wall

*Dink dink* goes the sink

Dripping ’cross the hall

*Clop clop* go the shoes

I hear my daddy walking

*Ring ring* goes the phone

I hear my mama talking

I need a drink of water

So down the hall I creep
I hear my mother calling

“Why aren’t you asleep?!”